
BEFORE USE, PLEASE READ AND FOLLOW ALL IMPORTANT
SAFEGUARDS, WARNINGS, CAUTIONS AND OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS.

Scan here for bonus recipes and to watch how-to 
videos that will help you make the most of your air fryer,
or go to www.monchateau.us/sltappliances

M I C R OWAV E  OV E N 
W I T H  A I R  F RY E R

U S E R  M A N U A L



Congratulations!Congratulations! You now own an 

incredibly versatile, convenient and 

powerful microwave and air fryer.

Our microwave and air fryer with 

accessories gives everyone a healthier, 

faster and easier way to enjoy the

foods they love.

To get the most out of your microwave

and air fryer, please read the manual 

carefully before use, and keep this manual 

for easy reference. Enjoy!Enjoy!

*This manual is only applicable to SLT-1900 Microwave Oven with Air Fryer. All the 
contents in the manual are for reference only during the user’s use and maintenance. 
The pictures are for reference only.

*All the contents in the manual have been carefully checked. If there are any printing errors 
or misunderstandings in the contents, the company reserves the right to interpret.
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ALL ACCESSORIES ARE DISHWASHER SAFE

WHAT ’S IN THE BOX 

Roast • Grill • Bake • Air Fry • Microwave • Convection Oven

MICROWAVE & AIR FRYERA

BAKING/DRIP PANB

OVEN RACKC

AIR FRY BASKETD

4

OVEN RACK
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• The microwave oven must be placed 36 inches above the ground. In order to ensure the air 
circulation around the microwave oven, the peripheral clearance must at least ensure the following 
values: 10 inches on the top, 2 inches on the right side, 4 inches on the left side and back side. Do 
not block the vents while in use. 

• The microwave oven must not be close to TV sets, radios, antennas, etc. (Otherwise there will be 
interference and noise)

• Do not place the microwave oven on a gas or electric stove stove  or beside a sink.
• Do not take off the feet of the microwave oven. The product must be laid fl at in a safe and stable location.
• If the indoor humidity is too high, this product cannot be used. This product is only suitable for 

home use. The product cannot be placed in a cabinet and other places with narrow space and 
poor air circulation.

• Do not subject the door and top of the product to excessive pressure. 

Power Supply
• The microwave oven must use a standard socket, and before use, confi rm that the voltage 

frequency is consistent with the voltage frequency on the product label.

Electric Fan
• When the microwave oven is used, the fan will continue to work for 1 minute to dissipate heat to 

protect the cavity and electronic components.

In order to ensure safe use and avoid injury and property damage to you and others, 
please be sure to observe the following safety precautions. Failure to observe the safety 
warnings and incorrect use may result in accidents.

PRODUCT PLACEMENT 
SPECIFICATIONS

PRODUCT SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

  Please check and confi rm the following items before use:

• If the door body or main body of the product are damaged or cracked, do not use the 
appliance.

• The product must be grounded for use. In case of leakage, grounding can provide a current 
loop to avoid electric shock. The power plug must be plugged into a single-phase two-pole 
socket with a grounding device.

• Before use, please read the manual carefully. The product is only suitable for the purposes 
specifi ed in this manual.

• Before cooking, check whether the utensils are suitable for use in a microwave oven.
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  Please read carefully to prevent product damage or personal injury.

Prohibited
• If the oven door or related parts are damaged, do not use it product until it is repaired by 

qualifi ed maintenance personnel.

• Except those qualifi ed for maintenance, other persons should not disassemble, repair or modify 
this product without authorization. Otherwise, dangerous accidents such as product damage 
or personal injury may occur.

• Do not use with voltages other than AC 120V~ to avoid fi re or electric shock. Do not use the 
power cord or plug if damaged or frayed.

• Do not touch or unplug the power plug with wet hands, as this may cause electric shock.

• Do not place the product close to fl ammable and explosive materials. When in use, be sure to 
keep a safe distance from curtains, fabrics and any fl ammable items to prevent fi re.

• Do not forcibly bend the power cord, bundle it or place it close to any other heating devices as 
this may cause damage to the power cord, fi re or electric shock.

• In the occurrence of a product malfunction, do not continue usage.

• Please check the socket, power cord and power cord plug before usage. If found that the socket 
hole is loose or the power cord or power plug is damaged, do not use.

• Avoid any forceable contact with the control panel, outer cover, cavity, oven door and other 
parts to avoid malfunction of the product.

• Do not place this product in hot and humid places.

• This product is only suitable for household use, and cannot be used for laboratory tests or other 
commercial purposes, and cannot be used in a cabinet.

• Do not use rough scrubbing tools or sharp metal scrapers to clean the oven door, glass, control 
panel, housing and cavity, as this will cause damage.

• This product cannot be operated in the mode of an external timer or an independent remote 
control system.

• Do not block the air intake vent, or the exhaust vent as this may may cause a fi re. Always 
maintain the product in a clean condition.

• When the product is not in use for an extended period of time, please be sure to unplug the 
power cord to prevent damage to the product.

Dangerous matters
• Avoid actions that may cause damage to the power cord and power cord plug, such as 

immersing the power cord or plug in water, placing the power cord near other heating devices, 
forcibly bending, twisting, stretching, pressing, or bundling the power cord. A damaged plug or 
cord may cause dangerous accidents such as short circuit, electric shock and/or fi re.

• Do not use this product for purposes other than those stated in the product manual, such as 
drying items, etc., as this may cause a fi re.

• Do not place fl ammable objects in the oven cavity around the product to avoid fi re.

• If any smoke appears, turn off the appliance switch and unplug the power plug, and keep 
the oven door closed to control the spread of the fi re. Immediately stop the operation of the 
product , unplug the power plug, and cut off the main power supply in the house if necessary.

• Unclean products will cause surface deterioration of the appliance, affect the service life of the 
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appliance, and may lead to dangerous accidents.

• Do not let children and other persons not familiar with the operation of the product use this 
product. Only when suffi cient guidance has been provided to enable children to adopt safe 
operations and understand that incorrect use can cause danger, can children be allowed to 
use it without supervision.

• NOTE:  When the product is in use and after use, the surface of the cabinet, the air outlet, the 
oven door and the cavity are hot. In order to avoid burns, please do not touch it with your 
hands.

• To avoid burns, please use caution and heat safe gloves or oven mitts when stirring, turning 
over food during cooking, or taking food out at the end of cooking, as the temperature of the 
container and food is very hot.

• When the oven door is opened, do not drag the container on the oven door. 

• The load of the oven door cannot exceed 10 pounds.

• When the air fryer oven is in use it may affect medical equipment (including but not limited to 
pacemakers). Please consult your physician before usage if this applies to you.

• If white smoke is emitted during the fi rst use, it is not a malfunction. This is due to the 
volatilization of the protective oil of the components.

• When the product is in use, only touch the specifi ed operating area to prevent burns.

• The product must be used on a stable and heat-resistant surface to avoid product damage 
or accidents.

Instructions
• Only use high temperature resistant containers.

• Before using any container in the oven, please confi rm whether it is high temperature resistant. 
When using plastic or paper packaging for cooking, pay attention to packaging instructions to 
avoid fi re.

• Do not cook food directly in the oven cavity. Food must be placed in suitable containers.

• During and after cooking, the surface and internal temperature of the product is very high. Do 
not clean it immediately, be sure to clean it after it has cooled down to avoid burns.

• Clean the dust on the power plug regularly. When not in use for a long periods of time, unplug 
power cord. 

• Unplug before cleaning. Do not use corrosive cleaning agents to avoid damage or corrosion of 
the product.

• Do not allow cash cards and IC cards near the microwave oven to avoid demagnetization 
or damage.

• Do not use this product to heat baby milk powder or baby food. 

• Do not use a general thermometer, you must use a meat thermometer to check the cooking 
results. If the cooking result is insuffi cient, put it in the oven to continue cooking.

• NOTE: The cooking recipe only provides reference time for cooking. The factors that affect the 
cooking time are: the degree of rawness, starting temperature, altitude, serving size, overall size, 
food shape, and container type. If you are familiar with the operation of this product, you can 
appropriately refer to the above factors to adjust the cooking time.

• When using, always pay attention to the food being heated, and do not leave oven 
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unattended. Excessive heating of food may cause smoke and fi re.

• WARNING: Do not heat liquids or other foods in airtight containers, as they may explode. For 
example, baby bottles, canned food, airtight glass bottles, etc...the air pressure inside the bottle 
increases after heating and the container may explode.
NOTE: Please refer to [Selection of Cooking Containers].

• This product cannot be used to heat shelled eggs, chestnuts, etc. in the microwave mode, 
because they may explode when heated in a microwave oven or even after heating. Shelled 
foods (e.g. eggs, chestnuts, etc.) and unpierced egg yolks, due to pressure, will burst the eggs, 
chestnuts or egg yolks, which can easily cause product damage, personal burns, and injuries.

• When heating liquid foods such as soups, juices or drinks, the liquid may suddenly boil and 
splash, causing burns to the operator. Use caution when removing cooked food from the 
microwave oven as heat can cause splashing and boiling. Therefore, please pay attention to the 
following points:

1. Avoid using “straight-body and narrow-mouthed” containers or containers with slender walls.

2. Do not overheat.

3. When heating liquid food, the liquid should not be less than 80% of the container’s fullness. 
Heating a small amount of liquid food will cause the liquid to splash suddenly due to boiling.

4. Stir slightly before and during heating.

5. After heating, let the food sit in the oven for a while, stir it slightly, and take it out.

6. Before eating, check the temperature of the food to avoid burns.

• When cooking potatoes, apples, sausage, chicken wings and other skin-on foods in the 
microwave mode, a fork or knife must be used to pierce the food before cooking to prevent 
scorching, cracking or bursting.

• To cook popcorn, you must use a popcorn container for microwave ovens. For popcorn packed 
in paper bags, please follow the instructions and usage of the food manufacturer for cooking. 
During the cooking process, please pay extra attention and never leave.

• Do not use microwave mode to fry food to avoid splashing of oil droplets and burning the 
cooking operator.

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS
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PRODUCT PARTS
AND FUNCTIONS

1 

2

8

9

10

12

13

3

6

11

Product may vary slightly from illustration.

1   Oven Door

2   External Vent

3   Door Handle

4   Baking/Drip Pan

5   Oven Rack

6   Glass Plate

7   Air Fry Basket

8   Control Panel

9   Oven Door 
        Safety Lock

10   Knob

11   Power Cable

12   Air Outlet
13   Partition Wall Column 

(Do Not Disassemble)
The partition wall column acts 
as a limiter. Make sure to keep 
a distance between the back 
of the microwave oven and 
the wall to ensure ventilation.

NOTE: To protect the user, during the cooking process, opening the oven door will 
stop cooking. After closing the oven door and pressing the “Start/+30Sec/Confi rm” key, 
continue cooking.

5
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SELECTION OF 
COOKING CONTAINERS

TYPE OF 
CONTAINER ICON MICROWAVE MODE

AIR FRYER 
MODE

MICROWAVE 
+ AIR FRYER 
MODE

MICROWAVE 
+ OVEN 
MODE

Heat-resistant  
Glass 
Container

For foods that require high 
temperatures when cooked, 
please use high heat-resistant 
glass containers.

Heat-labile 
Glass 
Container

Sculpted glass and tempered 
glass cannot be used either.

Heat-resistant 
Plastic 
Container

Please use the container 
marked [Can be used in 
microwave ovens]. 
1. The use of containers with 

poor heat resistance is 
prohibited.

2. The use of tightly sealed lids 
is prohibited.

3. Foods with high oil and high 
sugar content are prone to 
high heat, so heat-resistant 
plastic containers cannot 
be used.

Heat-labile 
Plastic 
Container

Containers made of polyeth-
ylene, melamine, phenol, urea 
resin and other materials are 
susceptible to deterioration due 
to high temperatures.

Ceramics, 
Porcelain

Do not use containers or plates 
with colored images, gold, 
silver or metallic decorations, 
as this may cause images, 
decorations to peel off or 
produce sparks.

NOTE: 
Containers with 
color pictures 
on the inside 
may cause 
color peeling, 
please do not 
use them.

Lacquerware It may cause the paint to peel 
off and break.

Aluminum And 
Other Metal 
Containers

NOTE: If the 
handle of the 
metal container 
is made of resin 
material it can-
not be used.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE USE OF 
AIR FRY BASKET

The Air Fry Basket included in this machine should be used on Air Fry 
or Oven mode. To use simply place the Air Fry Basket on the glass plate 
included. Use the Bake/Drip Pan under the Air Fry Basket to collect 
crumbs and drippings from the food (Figure 1). Ideal for chicken wings, 
French fries, shrimp, etc. 

NOTICE:
1. When cleaning, put the whole Air 

Fry Basket into clean water.
2. Use only on Air Fry or Oven mode.
3. Do not place other metal objects on 

the air fry basket, including metal 
containers, metal decorative dishes, 
or any metal decorations. 

4. Air fry basket will be hot after 
cooking so take care to remove 
when complete.

Figure 1

TYPE OF 
CONTAINER ICON MICROWAVE MODE

AIR FRYER 
MODE

MICROWAVE 
+ AIR FRYER 
MODE

MICROWAVE 
+ OVEN 
MODE

Wooden, 
Bamboo, 
And Paper 
Containers

Easily cause burning.

Microwave 
Special Cling 
Film

It is recommended to use plas-
tic wrap with a heat-resistant 
temperature of 140°C.
NOTE: Cooking with a lot of oil 
cannot be used.

The cling fi lm 
will melt in high 
temperature, 
so it cannot be 
used.

Aluminum Foil NOTE: The use of microwave 
refl ective materials can some-
times be used, such as thawing 
fresh food, but remember that 
the aluminum foil  cannot 
touch the inner wall of the oven 
cavity.

Wrap the food 
with aluminum 
foil.

This product 
comes with 
oven rack and 
baking/drip 
pan

When using the microwave 
mode, retract the baking 
pan support and use the low 
baking pan.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE USE OF 
BAKING PAN

The Baking Pan included in this machine has two modes of use, high or 
low, depending on the size of the food or the degree of browning you 
desire. To use the high position, just fl ip the Oven Rack over so the Baking 
Pan sits higher up in the center (Figure 1). Ideal for pizza, chicken legs, 
French fries, bread, etc. To use the low position, fl ip Oven Rack so the 
Baking Pan sits lower in the center, closer to the glass plate (Figure 2). 
Ideal for thawing, combined cooking and roasting a whole chicken. 

NOTICE:

1. When cleaning, put the whole baking pan into clean water to clean it.

2. In order to avoid contact between the baking pan and the cavity, 
carefully put the baking pan into the cavity when using it. 
Make sure that the baking pan is placed in the center of the glass 
turntable.

3. Do not place other metal objects on the baking pan, including metal 
containers, metal decorative dishes, or any metal decorations.

4. When cooking in microwave mode or combined mode, use lower pan 
position.

5. Microwave mode or combination mode baking pan and oven rack 
will heat up, which is a normal.

High Baking Pan mode Low Baking Pan mode

Figure 1 Figure 2
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE OF THE 
CONTROL PANEL
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1   Time Setting
It is used to set the time required for cooking.

2   Temperature Setting
Used to set the cooking temperature.

3   Weight Setting
Used to set the weight of cooking ingredients.

4   Microwave Power Adjustment
Used to adjust the Microwave Power Level

Introduction to the Use of the Knob

Description of Microwave Power Level

1 

4

2 3

MICROWAVE POWER LEVEL INDICATOR

MICROWAVE POWER LEVEL INDICATION

1 P100

2 P80

3 P60

4 P40

5 P20

During the cooking process, the operator can adjust the power of the knob to 
microwave as needed.
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Control Panel Functions

DESCRIPTIONS OF PROCEDURES 
AND FUNCTIONS

Initial State
Plug in the power and enter the initial interface of the function menu. The 
buzzer will sound, the “Stop/Clear  ” will light up, press “Stop/Clear  ” and all 
functions will light up and be ready for selection. After 1 second, it will enter the 
standby state. In the standby state,  Press the “Stop/Clear  ”  key to enter the 
initial interface of the function menu. 
(If there is no operation within 3 minutes, it will enter the lock screen sleep state, 
the  “   Screen Lock” icon and the “Stop/Clear  ”  key will light up, and all other 
lights will go out). In the sleep state of the lock screen, press and hold the “Stop/
Clear  ”  key for two seconds to unlock and enter the initial interface of the 
function menu. The initial interface of the function menu: all function lights are 
on, and the digital screen displays 00:00.

Light Function
In the initial interface of the cooking and function menu, press the “Light” 
button, the indicator light will turn from steady on to fl ashing (return to steady 
on after 3 seconds). The light can be turned on and off, and the light will be 
automatically turned off after 1 minute from time it was turened on.) The light 
is off in the standby and lock screen state; the light will turn off automatically if 
the door remains open for more than 1 minute. 
NOTE: If the cooking time is less than or equal to 2 minutes, the oven light 
is always on. If the cooking time is greater than 2 minutes, the oven light will 
always be on 1 minute after the start and 1 minute before the end (the lamp is 
off at all other times).

Stop/Clear    Key Function

1. During the setting process, press the “Stop/Clear  ”  key to cancel the 
current setting and return to the initial interface of the menu.

2. When running, press the “Stop/Clear  ”  key to enter the pause state (the 
indicator light fl ashes), press the key again to cancel the running program 
and return to the initial interface state of the menu. If there is no operation 
within 60 minutes of the pause state, then Exit the function interface and 
enter self-locking.

3. In the self-locking state, long press the “Stop/Clear  ”  key for two seconds 
to unlock.

Stop Clear/
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Start/+30Sec/Confi rm Key Function:

1. When setting the function, press the “Start/+30Sec/Confi rm” key as the 
confi rmation key.

2. After setting the cooking program, press the “Start/+30Sec/Confi rm” key to 
start cooking.

3. In the cooking pause state, press the “Start/+30Sec/Confi rm” key to 
continue cooking.

Child Lock Function

1. In standby mode, the “Child Lock  ” icon is on, and pressing any 
operation key is invalid at this time.

2. After power-on, if there is no operation within three minutes, the “Child 
Lock  ” icon will light up and the control panel will be automatically 
locked.

3. After the work is over, if there is no operation within three minutes, the 
“Child Lock  ” icon will also be triggered automatically at this time.

4. Unlock:  In the locked state, press and hold the “Stop/Clear  ”  key for two 
seconds to release the “Child Lock  ” icon, the “ ”  icon will go out, and 
the initial interface of the menu will be entered.

Buzzer

There will be 1 beep for effective key operation, 2 beeps for food prompt (end 
of preheating for 6 minutes), and 5 long beeps after cooking.

Quick Microwave Function

1. In the initial interface state of the menu, every time you press the 
“Start/+30Sec/Confi rm” key, the time will be increased by 30 seconds, the 
microwave icon on the display will light up, 100% microwave power output 
will be set, and will start with a delay of 2 seconds.

2. During operation, you can press the “Start/+30Sec/Confi rm” key to 
increase the cooking time (30 seconds increments).

3. During operation, press the “Stop/Clear  ”  key once to enter the pause 
state, and press the “Stop/Clear  ”  key again to stop the operation and 
return to the initial interface of the menu.
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Auto Mode Menu Functions

Automatic Microwave Mode Presets

1. In the initial interface state of the menu, press the different automatic microwave function 
buttons, the corresponding function indicator fl ashes (the microwave icon on the display 
screen lights up), and enters the food weight selection. 

2. Rotate the knob to select the food weight (the display shows the corresponding food 
weight, the weight icon “Oz” lights up when the weight is adjusted, and the cooking time is 
automatically set according to the weight). 

3. Press the “Start/+30Sec/Confi rm” key to cook the food, the corresponding function indicator 
turns to on, other function lights and icons turn off, and the countdown time is displayed 
(four-digit display). 

4. Press “Stop/Clear Unlock” button once to pause cooking. Press twice to clear the settings.

AUTOMATIC MICROWAVE MENU
(Weight Unit: Oz)

Reheat Meat Fish
100% Microwave Power 100% Microwave Power 100% Microwave Power

Weight Time Weight Time Weight Time

5 1:30 9 4:30 7 3:00

9 2:40 12 5:30 10 4:10

14 3:50 15 6:30 13 5:20

18 5:00 18 7:30 16 6:30

22 6:10 21 8:30 19 7:40

26 7:20

Potato Popcorn Vegetable
100% Microwave Power 100% Microwave Power 100% Microwave Power

Weight Time Weight Time Weight Time

8 6:00 3 2:30 5 2:10

16 9:00 4 3:00 12 4:30

24 12:00 5 3:30 18 5:30
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Automatic Air Fryer Mode Presets

1. In the initial interface state of the menu, press different automatic air fryer heating menu 
buttons, and the corresponding function indicator fl ashes (the empty fryer icon on the 
display screen lights up). 

2. After selecting the menu, press the “Start/+30Sec/Confi rm” key to confi rm. At this time, it 
enters the air fryer preheating mode, the preheating time is 5 minutes, the display screen 
PrE, the corresponding function indicator light becomes constant, other function lights and 
icons go off. 

3. Press the “Start/+30Sec/Confi rm” key to cook the food, the corresponding function indicator 
turns to on, other function lights and icons are off, and the countdown time is displayed . 

4. Press “Start/+30Sec/Confi rm” key to cook food and display the countdown time. (On the 
display: time icon, power bar, microwave icon, lit; operation panel: (stop/pause) key, start 
key, microwave setting icon (auto), selected function key, always on, others are off) 

AUTOMATIC AIR FRYER MENU
Function Time (Min) Temp (°F)

Pizza 10 340

French Fries 18 400

Bread 3 400

Fish 12 380

Shrimp 12 360

Steak 12 400

Ribs 18 380

Wings 20 360

Snacks 5 400
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Manual Mode Menu Functions

Manual Microwave Mode

1. In the initial interface state of the menu, press the “Microwave/Power” 
key once to enter the custom microwave mode, the display shows the 
letter “A”, and the microwave icon is lit at the same time, and it enters 
the P100 display after one second.

2. Rotate the knob to select the power level, a total of fi ve: P100-P80-P60-
P40-P20, the Power Level bar corresponds to the number of bars.

3. Press “Start/+30Sec/Confi rm” key to confi rm and enter the cooking time 
setting corresponding to the Power Level.

4. Rotate the knob to choose the cooking time (0:10-60:00).

5. Press “Start/+30Sec/Confi rm” again to confi rm and start running.

Manual Air Fryer Mode

1. In the initial interface state of the menu, press the “Air Fry” key twice to 
enter the custom air fryer mode, the screen displays the letter “F”, and 
the air fryer icon is lit at the same time, and the temperature will display 
400F after one second.

2. Rotate the knob to set the cooking temperature (temperature 
adjustment range: 175 - 450°F)

3. Press “Start/+30Sec/Confi rm” key to confi rm and enter time setting.

4. Rotate the knob to set the time, the time adjustment range: 1-60 Min, 
incrememnts of 1 Min.

5. Press “Start/+30Sec/Confi rm” again to confi rm and start running

Oven Function Mode

1. In the initial interface state of the menu, press the “Oven” key once to 
enter the custom oven mode, the screen displays 350°F, and the oven 
icon is lit at the same time.

2. Rotate the knob to set the cooking temperature (temperature 
adjustment range: 120-450°F, increments of 5°F).

3. Press “Start/+30Sec/Confi rm” key to confi rm and enter time setting.

4. Rotate the knob to set the time, the time adjustment range: 1-60 Min, in 
increments of 1 Min. 

5. Press “Start/+30Sec/Confi rm” again to confi rm and start running.
(On the display: time icon, empty burst icon, light up;
Operation panel: (stop/pause) key, start key, [Over] key, it is always on, 
others are off ,The initial value shows 30Min, and the adjustment time is 
in increments of 1 Min. 
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Combi Function Mode

Microwave + Air fryer

1. In the initial interface state of the menu, press the “Combi” key once to 
enter the combination (microwave + air fryer) setting, and the two icons 
of “microwave + air fryer” will be lit at the same time, and the time will 
display “30:00”.

2. Rotate the knob to set the cooking time. 

3. Press “Start/+30Sec/Confi rm” key to start cooking. 
NOTE: The fi rst half of the cooking time is the microwave mode (100%), 
and the last half of the cooking time is the air fryer mode (400°F). 
In the operation of the combined menu, the user can adjust the 
addition and subtraction of the remaining time by rotating the knob, 
(the adjusted time is included in the air burst), increments of 1 Min, and 
the others are not adjustable. 

Defrost Mode Menu Function

Time Mode Thawing

1. In the initial interface state of the menu, press the “Defrost” key once to 
enter the defrosting heating menu, the screen displays “01:00”, and the 
defrosting and time icons are lit at the same time. 

2. Rotate the knob to adjust the time (01:00 ~ 60:00).

3. Press “Start/+30Sec/Confi rm” key to start defrosting by time and display 
the countdown of cooking. 

4. During cooking, the program will be paused, and an alarm will sound 
to remind the user to turn over, and then press [Start/+30Sec/Confi rm] 
to continue cooking.

Defrosting In Weight Mode

1. In the initial interface state of the menu, press the “Defrost” key twice to 
enter the defrost heating menu, the screen displays “3”, and the defrost 
and ounce icons are lit at the same time (“Oz” icon is lit). 

2. Rotate the knob to adjust the weight (automatically correspond to the 
heating time). 

3. Press “Start/+30Sec/Confi rm” key to start defrosting by weight and 
display the countdown of cooking. 
The weight corresponding timetable is as shown in the fi gure below: 
Quick thawing weight range and time: 3 Oz-54 Oz. 
(The basis weight is 3 Oz-2:30, the weight adjustment step is 3 Oz, every 
time 3 Oz is added, the time is added 2:00) 
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WEIGHT AND TIME OF THAWING FOOD

Weight (Oz) Time (m:s) Weight (Oz) Time (m:s)

3 2:00 30 20:00

6 4:00 33 22:00

9 6:00 36 24:00

12 8:00 39 26:00

15 10:00 42 28:00

18 12:00 45 30:00

21 14:00 48 32:00

24 16:00 51 34:00

27 18:00 54 36:00

* You can adjust the food cooking time through the knob rotation when the oven is on cooking.

4.  During cooking, the program will be paused, and an alarm will sound to remind the user to   
turn over, and then press [Start/+30Sec/Confi rm] to continue cooking.
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CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE

• Please use a slightly damp soft cotton cloth or sponge moistened with a neutral detergent 
to clean and wipe the surface of the microwave oven. In order to prevent damage to the 
operating parts of the oven, do not let water seep into the side vents.

• Before cleaning the product, be sure to cut off the power supply, and clean and maintain it 
after the oven cavity has completely cooled down.

• If the control panel gets wet, please wipe it with a soft cotton cloth. Do not wipe the control 
panel with rough or abrasive items.

• In order to keep the oven clean, clean food residue from spills and splashing before using 
oven again. Clean and maintain the microwave oven cavity after the oven cavity is completely 
cooled. Use a damp cloth to wipe the liquid or more diffi cult residues. Do not use rough or 
abrasive items (such as steel wire balls, etc.) to avoid damage to the surface of the cavity.

• After each use, please clean the glass turntable and wheel assembly.

• After cooking, use detergent to clean the oven rack and baking/drip pan.

• Please use a soft cotton cloth to wipe the oven door and the glass of the oven door. If the 
oil is diffi cult to clean, you can wipe it with a soft cotton cloth or sponge dipped in a neutral 
detergent, and wipe the water with a dry cloth.

NOTE:

1. After cooking, clean the inside of the oven with a soft cloth or paper towel sprayed with a 
non-abrasive detergent. Special attention should be paid to the cleaning of oven doors 
and windows. When cleaning the stains in the oven, you can use a soft cloth with a small 
amount of cleaning solution applied to it and wipe. If there are stubborn stains, you can 
wipe cleaning solution on to stains and let that sit for a while before wiping again. Do not 
spray the cleaning agent directly into the oven.
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2. During cooking, some food grease will splash on the microwave oven wall. If it is not 
cleaned after each use, the grease will accumulate in the microwave oven and cause the 
oven to smoke when the oven is used the next time, and the attached stains will be harder 
to clean.

3. After cooking high-fat foods (such as beef/pork/lamb), thoroughly clean the oven cavity 
every time.

4. After cooking vegetables, there will be residual water vapor on the bottom plate. After the 
oven cavity has cooled down, clean it with a dry cloth.

Test method to check whether a container can be used safely in the microwave oven:

Take a glass cup with 10 ounces of cold water, put it into the microwave oven together with the 
experiment container, start the microwave mode, adjust the Power Level to P100 and heat for 
one minute. If this container remains cold, but the water in the glass becomes hot, then it is a safe 
microwave cooking container. If this container becomes hot, it has absorbed microwaves and is 
absolutely not usable. In this test, please select the water volume, Power Level and heating time 
strictly according to the provided parameters, otherwise it may cause danger. Please note that this 
experiment cannot be used on plastic containers.

SPECIFICATIONS
Model SLT-1900

Rated Voltage 120V

Rated Frequency 60Hz

Rated input power

Microwave oven rated 

input power
1500W

Air Fryer Power 1800W

Oven Power 1800W

Rated Microwave Output Power 1000W

Microwave Oscillation Frequency 2460MHz

Dimensions (Including Handle) 19.9 x 14.1 x 16 inches

Cavity Size 13.3 x 13.9 x 7.7 inches

Product Weight 34.2 Lbs
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COMMON PROBLEMS

Problem Possible Causes Solution

No product 
display

Not plugged in tightly
Unplug it, wait 10 seconds, and 
then plug it back in.

The fuse in the power supply 
line is blown or the leakage 
protector operates

Reinstall a fuse above 10A or 
reset the leakage protector.

There is a problem with the 
socket

Use other electrical appliances 
to test whether there is a         
problem with the socket.

Standby mode
Press any key or open the      
oven door and then close it.

Product won’t 
start

The oven door is not closed 
properly

Close the oven door carefully

The “Start/+30Sec/Confi rm” 
button is not pressed

Press “Start/+30Sec/Confi rm” 
button

Press the “Stop/Clear  ”  key 
accidentally

Press “Start/+30Sec/Confi rm” 
button to restart

Child lock “ ” is 
on and cannot be
operated

The microwave oven is set to 
child safety lock mode

Press “Stop/Clear  ”  key for 
2 seconds to exit child safety 
lock mode

Microwave oven     
interferes with 
TV and cordless 
phone reception

When using a microwave oven, 
other wireless devices such as 
radio, TV, wireless network, 
telephone, Bluetooth, etc. may 
cause interference.

This is normal. Please keep the 
microwave oven away from the 
listed products before using.

The fan is still
running after
cooking

The product is cooling 
the cavity and electronic 
components, and the fan will 
continue to run for 1 minute 
after each shutdown.

Normal

The product has a 
small amount of   
white smoke and  
peculiar smell       
when used for the 
fi rst time

This is caused by excessive         
volatilization of grease on the 
protective parts in the oven 
cavity

Normal
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